
    

EZ Air, founded in 2000, is a dynamic Airline, operating air-ambulance, passenger and cargo services to 

over several destinations in the Caribbean and South America. The airline fleet currently consists of 

Learjet, Britten Norman Islander, Beechcraft 1900D and SAAB 340. 

For the expansion of our network EZ Air is seeking applicants, for the following position:  

(Curaçao base) 

A & P Mechanic 

To apply for this vacancy, you must meet the following minimum requirements: 

-  Hold a valid FAA issued A&P License; 

-  Be able to read, write, and speak English;  

-  Possess good troubleshooting and analytical skills; 

-  Must have at least two years (2) ’ experience maintaining Saab 340 required;  

-  Possess excellent communication and people skills; 

-  Possess problem-solving and organizational skills; 

-  Be willing to work a night/third shift position including nights, weekends, holidays and  

   overtime as required; 

-  Exercise good judgment in working with people in a team environment as well as in aircraft  

   maintenance and safety; 

-  Avionics and/or structures experience preferred; 

-  Must be fully vaccinated. 

Responsibility: 

The A&P Mechanic is responsible to troubleshoot and repair aircraft systems, engine, electrical and 

avionics malfunctions, complete logbooks, non-routine work cards and documents independently (without 

supervision) in accordance with the General Maintenance Manual, accomplish minor structural and 

composite material repairs. 

Must be able to read and interpret Maintenance Manual, Illustrated Parts Catalog, Structural Repair and 

Wiring Diagrams. 

The A&P Mechanic we are seeking, is a strong ambitious professional, which can and willing to work under 

high pressure and is able to adapt to the fast-paced situations of the airline industry.  

The A&P Mechanic shall maintain a high standard of discipline, conduct and is a proactive, highly 

motivated person, which is committed to help promote and maintain a high safety culture within the 

organization.  

Benefits 

- Great Growing Airline; 

- Attractive salary; 

- Work in good team environment; 

Applicants can apply by sending a motivation letter and CV, copy of their license, passport copy, proof of 

vaccination, medical certificate and a letter of reference to hr@flyezair.com before September 16
th
, 2021. 
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